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KEEP OUR EMPLOYEES SAFE AND OUR SERVICES RUNNING

CHRONOLOGY OF LOCKDOWN IN ITALY

Since outbreak of the emergency Poste Italiane’s two priorities are:

Keep our employees safe

Keep our services running
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11 Municipalities  
50k people  
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Northern Italy  
16,5m people
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KEEP OUR EMPLOYEES SAFE AND OUR SERVICES RUNNING

Protecting employees’ health and safety, while guaranteeing essential services, Poste put in place extraordinary measures, in compliance  
with government regulations and in cooperation with The Italian Civil Protection

► 14,000 plexiglass panels in Post offices, separation lines at every counter (1mt) and regulated entrance topremises
► Safety equipment for all counter and delivery staff (masks, gel, gloves);
► Reduction of workforce in the logistics chain to minimize human contact;
► Sanitization of mail sorting centers, post offices and fleet
► Cameras to detect body temperature in HQs, sorting centers and workplaces >150 employees
► Information channels for staff: dedicated web portal + toll free number
► Reorganizationof operations to guarantee at least one open post office in each area or community

Keep our employees safe



KEEP OUR EMPLOYEES SAFE AND OUR SERVICES RUNNING

Keep our services running: Collaborating with government institutions and the NRA to support the wholecommunity• Delivery

• Measures to ensure delivery services and protect customers safety, in close collaboration with NRA:

► Parcels, registered and insured items can be deposited - with the addressee’s consent - in the 
addressee’s mailbox or in a secure  location, with signature by the postmen on their portable devices

► Doubled deposit terms for registered letter-mail items

► Brief suspension of business mail services to safeguard continuity of postal services as awhole

• Financial inclusion

• Even during the worst days (mid-March) 9,500 postal offices were open (out of 12,800), now in phase 2 of 
lockdown only 5% ofoffices  are still closed

• Actions to guarantee pension payments to the elderly, while maintaining minimum social distances:

► Increased number of open counters to pay pensions

► Prearranged schedule in alphabetical order to provide service to all customers in 5 workingdays

► Partnership with Carabinieri/Police Gendarmerie for home delivery of pensions to most vulnerable groups 
(23,000 retirees > 75 yrs old)



THE IMPACT OF COVID-19 ON OUR INDUSTRY

The outbreak of the crisis and the subsequent lockdown have impacted heavily ourindustry

Poste Italiane, like other Postal operators in the world, has been impacted by the coronavirus crisis. From 1Q 2020 data emerges that:

1. Financial performance impacted by lockdown:
• Revenues -3% Y/Y: increasing revenues in payment & mobile and insurance services mitigate lower revenues from Mail and Financial  

services
• Net profit -30.2% Y/Y, EBIT -28.6% Y/Y

2. Key long term trends confirmed and somehow reinforced:
• Growth of digital channels (since the lockdown use of the two main apps +34% and +20%)
• Enhanced B2C volume growth and accelerated e-substitution (during lockdown +32% B2C parcel volumes versus -31% mail

volumes)
• Increasing needs for Protection and gradual risk exposure investment products

OPEN ISSUES FOR THE INDUSTRY AROUND THE GLOBE

• Will mail volumes recover? Will e-substitution accelerate similarly to what has happened after financial crisis or in some countries after
long periods of labor tensions? What will be the impact onUSO?

• Will the expected growth in B2C e-commerce sufficient to substitute the decrease in mail volumes?
• Will there be a new regulatory environment encompassing the lessons we have learned on the importance of Postal Operators in

maintaining a cohesive society?



THE KEY ROLE OF POSTAL NETWORKS

The crisis has underlined the crucial role of intertwined postal networks

►Because of their ability to deliver services and their intrinsic reliability, USPs are trustworthy partners for Governments,  
businesses and consumers, as well as for ecommerce players and platforms

►USPs play a relevant role in the public interest, also when dealing with service offerings outside the traditional scope of postal
services

►The COVID-19 emergency confirmed the systemic role of the network offered by the USPs beyond the universal service, as a  
unique asset for the purposes of the State’s public interest objectives: it enables the offering of heterogeneous services with the  
guarantee of ubiquitous accessibility throughout the territory.

►The most vulnerable citizens and those in remote areas rely on postal deliveries to be (physically) connected
►The sector is however not immune to the impacts of the pandemic: sustainability of USOs

PRESENT AND FUTURE ROLE OF POSTALNETWORKS

It is important to assess the role of USPs in case of social, economic and health crisis impacting the cohesion of our
societies. This time the burden has been mostly on our shoulders. The growth of e-commerce has shown the importance of
ubiquitous delivery networks and seamless supply chains


